When diamond hunters begin blowing up a long dormant volcano off the coast of Brazil, they
unearth a ferocious species of extremophile Bats-On-Fire that terrorize the island and threaten
destroying the City of Rio…That is, unless the adventurous American University Professor Joe
Daniels, and his Rag-Tag group of science students studying the island can stop the diamond
hunters in time and neutralize the volcano from erupting millions of deadly, fiery, Lava-Bats!
Professor Joe Daniels is sent out to an island off the coast of Brazil, after several of the Island
Natives have fled due to a fear that the volcano may be active again. The Natives also seem
traumatized, claiming the devil has sent Demon Bats of Fire to take their souls. Being a science
minded man, the Professor agrees to check the island’s seismic activity with a group of his
students, and ensure everyone, that the Volcano is indeed dormant.
The students jump at the opportunity, thinking it’s going to be a fun excursion and they can just
party on the island and have fun. However, when they get there, they discover that the Natives’
village has been decimated…completely burnt to the ground!
Furthermore, Daniels and his students begin hearing explosions on the island. At first they think
the volcano is waking up and the village was torched by ash and lava, but no, the explosions are
clearly not eruptions…they’re being caused by someone using powerful explosives!
The Professor and his students investigate only to discover a ruthless diamond hunter is blowing
up lava tubes to get to the shaft of the volcano, where he believes billions of dollars’ worth
of diamonds will be discovered. What the diamond hunter doesn’t understand, is that in the
volcano’s shaft, rests a hibernating species of bat incased by Lava Rock. When these rocks come
in contact with lava, the casing melts away and the Lava-Bats awaken!
The students are captured by the diamond hunter’s henchmen as the diamond hunter blows his
way closer and closer to the shaft of the Volcano. Daniels must now rescue his students, and
prevent the diamond hunter from waking the volcano, which would release millions of Lava-Bats
onto the Coast of Brazil!
Daniels and his students take down the diamond hunter, but the damage has already been done
as the volcano erupts, spewing millions of molten Lava-Bats right into the heart of Rio!
In a race against time, Daniels and his students must extinguish the volcano, while the citizens of
Rio battle for their City, and their lives, against the horrific horde of LAVA-BATS!

